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Introduction
Computational models based on partial differential equation (PDE) mathematical models have been successfully applied to study many physical phenomena. The overall quantitative and qualitative accuracy of these computational models in representing the physical situations or artifacts that they are supposed to simulate, depends very much on the computer resources available. The recent advances in high performance computing technologies have provided an opportunity to significantly speed up these computational models and dramatically increase their numerical resolution and complexity. In this paper, we focus on the parallelization of PDE computations based on the message passing paradigm in high performance distributed memory environments.
We use the Parallel ELLPACK (//ELLPACK) PDE computing environment to solve PDE models consisting of a PDE equation ( L u = f) defined on some domain . Q and subject to some auxiliary condition (Bu = g) on the boundary of R (= 82). This continuous PDE problem is reduced to a distributed sparse system of linear equations using a parallel finite difference or finite element discretizer and solved using a parallel iterative linear solver. We compare the performance of these parallel PDE solvers on different hardware platforms using native and portable message passing communication systems. In particular, we evaluate the performance of three implementations of the portable Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard in solving a testbed of PDE problems within the //ELLPACK environment.
In [4] the authors study the performance of four different public domain MPI implementations on a cluster of DEC Alpha workstations connected by a lOOMbps DEC GIGAswitch using three custom developed benchmarking programs (ping, ping-pong and collective). In [ 141 the authors study the performance of MPI and PVM on homogeneous and heterogeneous networks of workstations using two benchmarking programs (ping and ping-pong). While such analyses are important, wt: believe that the effective performance of an MPI library implementation can be best measured by benchmarking application libraries which are in practical use. In this work we report the performance of MPI library implementations using the Parallel ITPACK (//ITPACK) iterative solver package in //ELLPACK. We also evaluate the performance of a parallel finite element mesh generator and decomposition library which was implemented using MPI in the //EL.LPACK system. This paper is organized as fcillows. In the next section we describe the //ELLPACK problem solving environment (PSE), which is the context in which this work was done. In section 3 we present the PDE prsoblem that was used in our tests and explain the parallel computations that were measured. In section 4 we present the experimental performance results and analyze them. Finally, in section 5 we present our conclusions.
//ELLPACK PSE
//ELLPACK [ 151 is a problem solving environment for solving PDE problems on high pe:rformance computing platforms as well as a development environment for building new PDE solvers or PDE solver components. //ELLPACK allows the user to (symbolically) specify partial differential equation problems, specify the solution algorithms to be applied, solve the problem and finally analyze the results produced. The problem and solution al!gorithm are specified in a custom high level language through a complete graphical editing environment. The user interface and programming environment of //ELLPACK is independent of the targetted machine architecture and its native programming environment.
The //ELLPACK PSE is supported b! y a parallel library of PDE modules for the numerical simulation of stationary and time dependent PDE models on two and three dimensional regions. A number of well known '"foreign" PDE systems have been integrated in the //ELLP,4CK environment including VECFEM, FIDISOL, CADStOL, VERSE, and PDECOL. //ELLPACK can simulate structural mechanics, semi-conductor, heat transfer, flow, electromagnetic, microelectronics, ocean circulation, bio-separation, and many other scientific and engineering phenomenon.
The parallel PDE solver libraries are based on the "divide and conquer" computational paradigm and utilize the discrete domain decomposition approach for problem partitioning and load balancing [ 
Benchmark Application and Libraries
We use the //ELLPACE< system to compare the performance of different implementations of the Parallel ITPACK (//ITPACK) [lo] sparse iterative solver package in solving sparse systems arising from finite difference PDE approximations. ' We also use the //ELLPACK system to evaluate the perfomiance of an MF'I-based parallel mesh generator and decomlposer.
Ben,chmarked PDE Problem
The //ITPACK performance data presented in this paper 
We solv'e this problem using a parallel 5-point star discretization. The: experimental results were generated with 150x150 and 200x200 uniform grids.
Instead of partitioning the grid points optimally, [ 1 11 proposed to extend the discrete PDE problem to the rectangular domain that contains the original PDE domain. Identity equations are assigned to the exterior grid points of the rectangular overlaying grid and these artificial equations are uncoupled from the active equations. The modified problem is solved in parallel by partitioning the overlayed rectangular grid in a trivial manner. We refer to this parallel discretization scheme as the encapsulated 5-point star method. Numerical results indicate that this approach outperforms all the ones that are based on an optimal grid partitioning [ 1 11. The encapsulated 5-point star discretization on (1) results in a total of 18631 equations for a 150x150 grid and 33290 equations for a 200x200 grid.
//ITPACK Library
The //ITPACK system is integrated in the //ELLPACK PSE and is applicable to any linear system stored in /ELL-PACK'S distributed storage scheme. It consists of seven modules implementing SOR, Jacobi-CG, Jacobi-SI, RSCG, RSSI, SSOR-CG and SSOR-SI under different indexing schemes [l2] . The interfaces of the parallel modules and the assumed data structures are presented in [ 1 11. The parallel ITPACK library has been proven to be very efficient for elliptic PDEs [lo] .
Implementation
The code is based on the sequential version of ITPACK which was parallelized by utilizing a subset of level two sparse BLAS routines [ 111. Thus the theoretical behavior of the solver modules remain unchanged from the sequential version.
The parallelization is based on the message passing paradigm. The implementation assumes a row-wise splitting of the algebraic equations (obtained indirectly from a non-overlapping decomposition of the PDE domain). Each parallel processor stores a row block of coupled and uncoupled algebraic equations and the requisite communication information, in its local memory. In each sparse solver iteration, a local matrix-vector multiplication is performed. On each processor, this involves the local submatrix A and the values of the local vector U , whose shared components a r t first u p d a d with data received from the neighboring processors. Inner product computations also occur in each iteration. For this, first the local inner products are computed concumently. Then these local results are summed up using a global reduction operation (Figure 2 ). 
Communication Modules

Mesh Generator and Decomposer
The //ELLPACK system contains a natural "fast" alternative for the normally very costly mesh decomposition task [ 111. It contains a library that integrates the mesh generation and partitioning steps and implements them in parallel [16] . This methodology is natural since most of the mesh generators already use some form of coarse domain decomposition as a starting point. The parallel library concurrently produces a semi-optimal partitioning of the mesh to support a variety of domain decomposition heuristics for two and three dimensional meshes. It supports both element-wise and node-wise partitionings. This parallel mesh generator and decomposer library has been implemented using MPI. Experimental results show that this parallel integrated approach can result in significant reduction of the data partitioning overhead [ 
Performance Analysis
Computing Environments
The experiments for this study were performed on four different hardware platforms: an nCUBE/2, an Intel iPSC/860, an Intel Paragon XP/S 10 and a network of Sun workstations. The nCUBE/2 is a 64-node system with 4MB of memory per node. The Intel iPSC/860, is a 16-node system with 16MB of memory per node. 'The Intel Paragon XP/S 10 is a 140-node system with 32MB of memory pl-r node. 
Exp~eirimental Results
We use the //ITPACK Jacobi CG iterative solver to solve the finite difference equations arising from the encapsulated (Table   2 ). We were unable to run the 200x200 grid problem on the nCUElE 2 miachine due to insufficient memory on each node. The performance measurements show that the MPICH MPI impllementation for tlhe Paragon delivers reasonable speedup for the smaller processor configurations (1,2,4, 8) . The speedup achieved on the iPSC/860 for MPICH (Table  3) is slightly better for the same processor configurations. The speedup obtained for MPICH on the nCUBE 2 platform (Table 4) is clearly the best across all the parallel machines considered, despite its higher overall execution times. The good speedup achieved on the nCUBE 2 is partly because it is a very well balanced machine in terms of processor speed ancl communication latencies. Both the nCUBE 2 and iPSCI8160 have an underlying hypercube interconnection networlk andl the Paragon has a two-dimensional mesh interconnection network. Since the application was not programmed with a specific virtual topology, these performance measurem:ents inldicate that in general, MPI based application implementations map onto hypercube interconnection networks in the underlying hardware quite well, with good relative speedup. This is noit surprising since hypercube net- The timing data in Table 4 shows that the overhead for the PICL and MPI portable communication library implementations on the nCUBE 2 is fairly low in comparison with the native communication system (Vertex). Our results indicate that PICL library implementation has less overhead than the MPICH library implementation on the nCUBE 2. However, Figure 3 shows that the speedup achieved for MPICH and PICL are approximately equal. On the iPSC/860, our results (Table 3) Tables 5 and 6 
Conclusions
In this paper we present a comparison of several MPI implementations on different hardware platforms based on the performance of PDE solvers from the //ELLPACK PSE. For our benchmark application and our parallel mesh generator/decomposer, we observed that the performance of the various portable communication libraries is mostly comparable and that reasonable speedup can be noticed even on workstation clusters connected via an B hernet. In our experiments on the workstation clusters, the MPICH library implementation performed slighlly better than the LAM aind CHIMP implementations. Amongst the parallel machines, the best speedup for portable communication libraries was obtained on the nCUBE 2 machine, which is better balanced (in terms of computation and communication efficiency) than the others considered. The overhead of a portable communication library versus the natiive library was measured on the nCUBE 2 (Table 3 ) and our results indicate that although the overhead is negligable for small numbers of processors, this differential increases significantly for larger configurations (32 or 64 nodes). We are currently re-generating the performance data using the newest releases of all the communication libraries on all our itarget hardware platforms. We are also porting our software to an IElM SP/2.
